




Note to grader: For parts four through nine, award full points for correct answer and correct work shown. Take one point off for every logical misstep if work is shown. Since conventions vary between people, different notations or formulas may be used.



5 points each part for complete, logical steps



1 point correct final volume
1 point correct constant or proportionality



1 point for “No”
2 points for mentioning product between pressure and volume being the same

1 point for “Yes”              2 points for “relates both volume and temperature”
2 points for “constant increase or decrease in volume or temperature causes proportional change in the other”

1 point for correct equation
1 point for correct substitution of numbers
2 points for units on all values (does not necessarily need to be atm, mol, etc.)
1 point for equating to correct answer, 22.4 L

1 point for combining initial statements into one relationship (V proportional to nT/P)
2 points for including constant of proportionality (R or another variable)
2 points for stating ideal gas law correctly, PV = nRT



3 points correct equation for Graham’s Law

2 points for correct substitution of RT for PV/N

2 points for relating u_rms for two substances

3 points remaining can all be earned for correct math



3 points correct reaction equation

4 points correct empirical formula

3 points for finding moles CO2
3 points for finding moles H2O
4 points for calculating ratio of H2O to CO2 (below)

3 points for proper dimensional analysis and calculations and units

5 points correct answer

15 points correct math (different equations can be used, etc.)

4 points correct answer

3 points relating He and O2 in one equation 

2 points calculating moles of gas

1 point correct units



4 points for mentioning Argon (Ar)
6 points for mentioning Ar cannot be chemically removed because it is unreactive

2 points for gas extracted from air is more dense
3 points for Ar has greater molecular mass than N2

3 points for Mg will react with N2
2 points for Mg will not react with Ar



10 points correct answer and work

2 points correct wo rk calculation

2 points correct combustion reaction

2 points correct answer

4 points correct heat of reaction calculation

3 points using gas laws
2 points mol calculations
5 points correct answer



Award ten points for figuring out this setup 

Award ten points for derivation for entropy

Award ten points for substitution

Award ten points for derivation of correct equation

Award thirty points for logically sound proof. Deny 5 points for every error in logic from these thirty points. Therefore, if someone makes an incorrect assumption but still satisfies the above conditions, award 25 points in this section and 40 as the sum of the rest.


